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Push planning and pull planning are different approaches used for production

planning and control. Push planning uses predetermined dates to control a

project, whereas pull planning utilizes the system’s current state. Although

researchers have compared these approaches from production planning

perspective to improve project performance, the differences between push

and pull in construction and their impacts on crew performance and congestion

have not yet been explored. Therefore, this research aims to investigate the

underlying mechanisms of applying pull and push approaches at the location

level through simulation, in addition to proposing hypotheses relating push and

pull approaches to project and crew performance metrics. Agent-based

modeling is used to simulate and describe how push and pull approaches

affect crew performance. Results show that pull approaches can achieve

significantly higher productivity, less idle time, lower crew turnover, and

fewer task interruptions, although they can result in slightly increased

project durations. Cross-analyzing the mentioned results with other

performance metrics reveals that push and pull approaches should be

applied together to achieve a flexible production control system. The

significance of this study is embedded in exploring and understanding how

the choice of push and pull planning approaches impacts the location-based

management of tasks and crew performance. Such impacts on productivity,

crew performance, and the flow of site operations enable a convergence to

generalized conclusions regarding the efficacy of each method.
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Introduction

The construction industry is known for a trifecta of issues:

complexity, uniqueness, and uncertainty (Trinh and Feng 2020)

where the level of complexity is related to how complicated

management issues are (Bennett 1991). This implies several

challenges that need to be considered during the planning,

scheduling, and monitoring phases of the execution process.

Fragmentation, unpredictable events, and variability are all

factors that require constant updates of construction schedules

(Dallasega et al., 2021). Fragmentation leads to local optimization

by each crew who are not necessarily motivated to follow the

General Contractor’s schedule (Sacks and Harel 2006).

Furthermore, poor jobsite management can lead to workspace

interference if workspace dynamism is not managed accurately.

Workspace interference includes unexpected space overlaps

among crew and resources, which lead to losses in

productivity and project delays (Sanders and Thomas 1991;

Dawood and Mallasi 2006; Hosny et al., 2020).

Interference and space congestion are correlated to the

production planning and control methods used on a project.

Hopp and Spearman (2004) identified two types of control

systems: pull and push. While push systems plan work in the

system based on a predetermined plan, pull systems operate by

redirecting resources based on the state of the production system.

These concepts originated from manufacturing, with various

attempts to apply them in construction. Researchers have

often considered the traditional and widely used critical path

method (CPM) a push system, due to its focus on pushing

activities on the critical path (Tommelein 1998). In contrast,

location-based methods, such as location-based management

system (LBMS) (Kenley and Seppänen 2010) and methods

based on systematic evaluation of constraints, such as the Last

Planner System (Ballard 2000), have often been described as pull

systems. Hopp and Spearman (2004) stated that the term pull

production has become a cornerstone of modern manufacturing,

which requires limiting the amount of work-in-process and

executing tasks based on the readiness of the work and the

subsequent trades (Hopp and Spearman 2004). Gayer et al.

(2021) assessed pull production systems in three industries:

manufacturing, healthcare and construction. Their results

related to construction showed pull principles implemented

using the Last Planner System, Kanban cards and visual

management. However, their study focused on single trade,

masonry, and did not consider the impact of pull when facing

variability. Although theoretical comparisons between the two

production systems have been made (e.g., Olivieri et al., 2018),

they are mostly based on comparing flow of resources between

locations in planned schedules.

Previous research has neither studied the impact of push and

pull in the construction phase in terms of control actions

employed when facing project delays nor investigated their

impacts on crew productivity. Decision making on crew level

has been neglected. In reality, production crews have significant

autonomy and continuously make decisions when the original

plan cannot be exactly implemented because of variability

(Lehtovaara et al., 2022). The presented gaps are of high

importance, since crew behavior and the on-site level of

interaction between them can change the overall project

performance by affecting productivity, project duration, labor

cost, and other essential metrics (Watkins et al., 2009).

To address the mentioned research gaps, this paper aims to

provide a deeper understanding of the underlying mechanisms of

applying pull and push approaches at the location level and of

their usage, or lack thereof, in the industry. It investigates

production planning and control systems, evaluates push and

pull control approaches at the level of crew decision-making

through simulation, and addresses the effect of these approaches

on labor productivity, crew logistics, allocation to areas, crew

movement, and crews’ interactions within a project. These

objectives are addressed using agent-based modeling (ABM)

for push and pull scenarios and by measuring several

performance metrics that help in contrasting these techniques,

investigating optimal approaches, and gaining insights into

process behavior. Data from an actual construction project

was used to test the proposed model.

Literature review

Construction management comprises planning,

coordinating, executing, and controlling operations to achieve

the set targets (Knotten et al., 2015). Construction operations rely

heavily on the availability of resources such as workforce,

equipment, materials, and finances (Halpin et al., 2017). This

research addresses both pull and push production planning and

control systems as well as operational decision making at the

crew level.

Production planning and control

The approach selected for managing construction

production flow, which is concerned with the adequate

allocation of resources to production activities, plays a pivotal

role in directing the project towards successful delivery (Hamzeh

et al., 2019). Since some traditional production planning and

control practices are reactive in nature, researchers have likened

them to a “thermostat”model of production control (Mantel and

Meredith 2003), which increases waste and variability.

Traditional planning and control approaches tend to mainly

apply push-driven techniques. Project control then tries to

maintain the planned schedule during execution, assuming

that all the resources needed to start an activity will be

available once an activity start date is reached (De Toni et al.,

1988). Thus, activities are released when their predecessors have
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been completed. This view ignores the constraints that are

typically not modeled in the network but are required to start

the activity, such as availability of material, information, labor,

equipment, space, and good working conditions, as well as

previous work being completed (Koskela 2004). When some

perquisites are available and others are lacking, the activity start

either waits for the missing resources, or the activity may start

with partial requirements, creating what is called making-do

waste (Koskela 2004), which can negatively impact productivity

(Thomas et al., 1989; Howell et al., 1993; Tommelein 1998). The

critical path method (CPM) has been criticized for shortcomings

associated with ensuring requirements, generating a poor

workflow and crew continuity problems (Arditi et al., 2002;

Hamzeh et al., 2015).

In contrast, location-based methods, such as LBMS were

developed to explicitly model crew movements in a construction

project. This system aims to increase workflow reliability while

reducing variability and its negative impacts (Kenley and

Seppänen 2010). The LBMS bases all planning and control on

a fixed location breakdown structure (LBS) where tasks are

undertaken by crews flowing through location (Kenley and

Seppänen 2010). To visualize crew workflow, LBMS uses

flowline visualization, showing task completion in each

location versus time. These lines may have a gentle or a steep

slope depending on their corresponding production rates. This

allows the visualization of “bottleneck” tasks, which have flat

slopes, and allows for optimization through adjusting the slope

by changing the number of crews, or scope, or through changing

the location sequence, splitting tasks, or other approaches

(Kenley and Seppänen 2010). During execution, schedule

forecasts are used to guide production. The actual production

rate of a task is used to calculate forecasts and assumes the

production rate continues at the same rate unless control actions

are taken. Production control focuses on upcoming alarms when

two tasks are about to interfere (Seppänen et al., 2014). This

approach explicitly considers the current state of space and

resource constraints and, from that point of view, can better

enable a pull control approach (Seppänen 2009).

The theoretical pull approach is not enough to address all

productivity issues because of the high variability of construction

processes. Both CPM and LBMS schedules can account for

uncertainties that could arise during execution, such as

uncertainty in duration and dependency logic. However,

managing these uncertainties during task execution requires

adhering to the planned schedule, because actual network

conditions and resource availability may differ from those

assumed during planning (Tommelein 1998). Thus, although

CPM as a planning system is often associated with push and

LBMS is often associated with pull, it is more critical to evaluate

how production is controlled when deviations from the schedule

occur. Although previous authors have extensively documented

differences between CPM and LBMS approaches in the

theoretical planning phase (Arditi et al., 2002; Seppänen 2009;

Kenley and Seppänen 2010; Olivieri et al., 2018), the previously

documented differences are not related to push or pull. Both the

CPM and the LBMS result in start and finish dates that can be

used to push production, if the current status of the constraints is

not considered, or pull production, if the current status of the

constraints is considered. The analysis of these approaches based

on push and pull during execution phase has not been performed

in previous research.

Pull and push techniques at the crew level

Generally, pull exhibits downstream work processes pulling

materials from an upstream work process, enabling reducing the

amount of work in process compared to push techniques

(Kalsaas et al., 2015). From a crew-level standpoint, crew-level

decision making is associated with the assignments a crew should

perform next (Hosny et al., 2020) or whether additional crews

need to be mobilized and others demobilized. Based on the

definition of push and pull systems by Hopp and Spearman

(2004), these decisions are made based on a predetermined plan

in push systems or based on the status of the system in pull

systems.

Since resource management is one crucial factor in

developing reliable schedules (Damci et al., 2013), traditional

construction planning employs a push approach where all

resources required to perform an activity are assumed to be

available at the planned start date of that activity (Tommelein

1998). Some disadvantages of the push approach include the fact

that work-in-progress can build up in front of a workstation with

unexpected downtime (Kalsaas et al., 2015). In construction, this

could be translated to idle activities due to unavailable

prerequisites or unresolved constraints of a given activity,

leading to a bottleneck in construction workflow. On the

other hand, the pull approach ensures selective drawing of

resources to be accessed by activities whose output is needed

further downstream in the process (Tommelein 1998). This

approach also aims to improve productivity by reducing

inventories that can negatively impact the smooth workflow of

a project (Ghosh et al., 2017).

Therefore, in construction, a pure push approach focuses on

reducing variances from a predetermined schedule without

considering the status of the system. As shown in Figure 1A,

when the crew finishes one activity (A) in a location and needs to

perform the same activity in another location (B, B′, or B″), in a

push approach the crew moves to the task/location pre-set by the

schedule without considering the current status of material

availability, material hauling distance, congestion caused by

other crews in that location, proximity between locations, and

other constraints (Ghanem et al., 2018). In this specific example,

the schedule depicts that crews should move to task B″ in a

location that 1) is more congested relative to other available areas,

2) requires hauling material over a greater distance compared to
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other areas, and 3) is farther relative to available locations.

Considering a pull approach for the same scenario, Figure 1B

shows how all three alternative locations are assessed, and the

schedule, material availability, and anticipated production rate or

congestion in the available locations are considered. The main

purpose of evaluating these alternatives is to choose the location

that allows for greater labor productivity based on the state of the

system (actual conditions of congestion, material availability,

etc.). Therefore, push and pull processes operate differently when

crews decide which assignments to do next.

Push and pull approaches lead to differences in overall

resource allocation when determining when to increase the

number of crews on site. Since push control is based on

trying to achieve the planned schedule, subcontractors tend to

allocate more crews to a late activity in order to increase its

production rate (Seppänen 2012; Frandson et al., 2015). Push

approaches thus increase crew sizes when tasks are delayed,

which may cause overstaffing and result in productivity losses

(Thomas 1992). In contrast, pull approaches consider the ability

of locations to accommodate crews and thus are expected to

reduce the negative impacts on productivity. In effect, empty

locations pull crews (Seppänen 2009), where assignments are

released to production units only when all the prerequisites of

production are available (Ballard 2000). In pull approaches,

additional crews are mobilized when production falls behind

the production rate of the predecessor task (Seppänen 2009).

Therefore, when evaluating the impact of push and pull

control on project success, the literature highlights several key

differences, as shown in Table 1. Differences related to

production planning have already been evaluated (Olivieri

et al., 2018). There is less understanding on the impact of

deciding assignments on crew level and decisions on resource

mobilization. The aim of this research is to explore quantitatively

the differences between pull and push, focusing on the execution

phase. Agent-based modeling is used to address these issues by

modelling push and pull production planning scenarios and

measuring several performance metrics that help in

contrasting these techniques and reaching optimal approaches

and recommendations.

Research methods

Because the objective was to investigate crew behavior

under dynamic conditions, we selected Agent-Based

Modeling (ABM) as the most suitable approach. ABM is a

technique that has been used relatively recently to model

complex systems of interacting agents (Raoufi and Fayek

2015). Agents are considered the main constituents of

ABM and can be described as software entities capable of

studying their own local environments and autonomously

executing their assigned tasks. They interact as they

communicate with each other and modify their behaviors

to achieve their goals (Chen et al., 2013). A collection of static

and dynamic attributes is assigned to agents, leading them to

behave uniquely (Macal and North 2011).

Different research studies have adopted ABM for various

objectives. For example, Barakat and Khoury (2016) used

ABM to study occupant multi-comfort level to reduce energy

consumption within academic buildings. Haryadi et al.

(2019) predicted future rooftop photovoltaic adoption

through ABM to understand the impact of the decision-

making behavior on electricity utilization. Feng et al.

(2019) proposed an ABM approach to model and evaluate

the reliability and performance of a complex

human–machine system through a case study of an aircraft

carrier. ABM has also been employed for educational studies

where a model was developed to assist teachers in simulating

their teaching strategies to ultimately quantify their influence

on group sociometrics such as dissociation, coherence of

reciprocal relations, cohesion, and density of relations

(Garcia-Magarino et al., 2020). In a different context,

ABM was used to investigate potential plug-in hybrid

electric vehicles (PHEV) consumer adoption to identify

FIGURE 1
Crew logistics for moving between activities following (A) a push system and (B) a pull system.
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interactions among potential leverage points that may affect

PHEV market penetration (Eppstein et al., 2015).

ABM was chosen for this research, because of the two main

topics of comparison: the decision making on crew level and

when to mobilize new crews. Different decisions made by crews

cause dynamic conditions when crews interact with each other.

These complex interactions are hard to express through regular

analytic mathematics. ABM allows each crew to have a utility

function that they use to decide where to work next. The push

approach weighs the top-down plan more than the pull

approach, which prioritizes locations based on the

prerequisites (i.e., available locations pull crews).

To create a realistic test case for simulation, data from real

construction project were used. The project was a 25,000 m2,

three story medical office building mainly housing

physicians’ offices and examination and procedure rooms

and located in California, United States. Data included the

necessary information to build the model, such as crews along

with their attributes, activities and tasks, the site layout, and

the exact areas of locations. This project was selected due to

the availability of data and the appropriate level of project

complexity needed to demonstrate and contrast pull and push

planning.

A framework was adopted for testing the effects of push and

pull approaches on location-level crew productivity and project

performance as shown in Figure 2. The following steps were

followed for this study: 1) a literature review was conducted of

different production planning and control techniques discussed

in addition to a brief analysis of how push and pull approaches

affect productivity; 2) problem identification and research

objectives identify and address research gaps in the literature;

3) conceptual and computational models were developed that

represent the agent-based model’s mechanisms, inputs,

parameters, variables, and outputs; 4) model validation and

verification was conducted to check whether “we built the

right model” and “we built the model right,” respectively; 5)

model experiments generated multiple simulation runs of push

and pull scenarios; and 6) results were analyzed and

comprehensive conclusions and recommendations were

proposed.

Conceptual framework

Prior to building the simulation model, a conceptual

framework was developed to evaluate the effects of push

versus pull approaches in production control on different

project performance metrics. To test how different approaches

affect crew and project-level performance, a model

demonstrating how crews work on a construction site, how

they interact with each other, and how their productivity is

affected was needed. Thus, the model was mainly composed

of crews of various trades working in an environment

representing a construction site. The activities they perform

were also modeled, each having various parameters including

space required by crews, locations, predecessor tasks, successor

tasks, and resources needed for each activity. The activities

considered included drywalling, casework, several mechanical,

electrical, and plumbing (MEP) works, painting, and other

finishing activities. The model simulated push scenarios where

activities are selected based on a pre-set schedule and pull

scenarios where activities are executed based on the status of

the system. The model specifically considered physical constraint

types, such as space, resources, and material logistics, and

ignored others, such as design or work conditions. However,

the focus of this study is decision-making on crew level and

mobilization of additional crews, whereas material logistics

techniques will be integrated in future research.

Agent-based simulation model

After developing a conceptual framework, the working

environment and the dynamic interactions between crews and

activities were modeled using ABM through the simulation

software “AnyLogic 7.3.1.” The main environment considered

in this study is the construction site, where crews of different

trades interact and work together on different activities. The

main agent types used were Crew, Activity, and Location.

Figure 3 shows the environment and the agents along with

their attributes. As shown in Figure 3, every agent has the

attributes required to track its behavior and its relationship to

TABLE 1 Key differences between push and pull in construction projects.

Factor Push Pull References

Production planning CPM, establishing a critical path and trying to
minimize its duration

Crew continuity and aligning production rates
emphasized

Tommelein (1998); Arditi et al.
(2002); Olivieri et al. (2018)

Deciding assignments
on crew level

Based on planned sequence Considering prerequisites of production; Considering
real-time status of production system; Empty locations
pull resources

Ballard (2000); Seppänen
(2009); Ghanem et al. (2018)

Decisions on resource
mobilization

Starting as early as possible, crews added based on
deviations between actual and planned dates
(thermostat model)

Based on comparison of actual production rates between
predecessor and successor tasks

Mantel and Meredith (2003);
Seppänen et al. (2014)
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other agents. To initialize the model in a logical manner, data

used to initialize the agent’s attributes and parameters were

obtained from a real construction project, which was a

medical office building located in California, United States.

This is discussed further in the validation section.

Crew agents

Crew agents represent all crews of different trades. The

behavior and level of interaction between Crew agents on-site

can change the project’s performance metrics. These crews are

represented in AnyLogic by a population of “Crew” agents, each

having the attributes shown in Figure 4.

The parameters and variables indicated in the blue zones in

Figure 4 are attributes that characterize each crew. Their values vary

from one crew agent to the other based on the crew agent’s assigned

trade. These parameters contain fixed values that are defined for

each crew during model initialization, such as crew size, the number

of activities to be executed by each type of crew, and the maximum

allowable resources (crews) that can be mobilized to the site if

needed. Variables indicated by the blue zones summarize

information for each crew that changes during simulation,

including the current task a crew is executing and the current

location. The orange zone indicates the “Utility function” along with

its collections and variables. This function is explained in detail in

the following sub-section. Some other events and variables are used

to calculate idle time and work time for each crew, which are

calculated at the end of each workday as total hours a crew spends in

an Idle state or Working state on a given day. Also, the number of

locations visited by each crew is recorded.

The state chart shown in Figure 4 indicates behavioral states

for each crew along with the conditions that determine the

transitions between these states, as described in Table 2.

Utility function

Utility functions are required to model decision-making at

the crew level. The utility function is the main driver that

determines the next task to be performed by each crew and

where it is located. This function accounts for push and pull

approaches, and it takes into consideration the proximity

between locations, the schedule, and anticipated crew

production rates. Each of these three factors is translated into

a numerical value, which is scored out of 100 and given a certain

weight. Then, Eq. 1 is used to calculate a global score, and the task

with the highest score is identified as the next task to be executed.

Utility � UProximity × WProximity + UPlan × WPlan + UProduction × WProduction

WProximity +WPlan +WProduction
(1)

where:

• UProximity accounts for the distance between a crew’s

current location and the next location. The assumption

is that crews prefer to move to new locations close to their

current locations.

• UPlan accounts for the plan/schedule logic. It gives higher

scores to activities that should start according to the

schedule and lower scores to activities that follow.

• UProduction is the anticipated production rate. It accounts

for congestion in places that a crew will move to. Places

FIGURE 2
Methodology steps.
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with relatively less crowding score higher than more

congested locations.

• WProximity, WPlan, and WProduction are weights assigned to

each factor. These weights change between push and pull

scenarios.

In push scenarios, WProximity and WProduction each have a

value of 0.1, whereas WPlan has a value of 0.8, indicating that

the dominant factor is UPlan. This reflects the fact that

production is mainly controlled by the schedule, and the

other two factors are given less attention. The weights are

chosen based on the synthesis of literature review (Table 1),

which highlights the dominance of the project schedule over

other factors such as proximity and productivity, which are

not considered in the planning and control process of a

construction project with a push-driven approach. In a

pure push scenario, the decisions in planning and control

are entirely based on the thermostat model. However, in this

model, a small weight was given to proximity and production

rate potential in order to achieve a more realistic scenario

where subcontractors still consider their productivity

although the general contractor is pushing for

implementation of the original plan.

However, in pull scenarios, the three factors are

considered as follows: UPlan and UProduction contribute to

70% of the total utility score (both having the same weight

of 0.35), whereas UProximity contributes to the remaining 30%,

based on Table 1. Pull-driven approaches consider

availability, state, and location of resources. Although a

pure pull scenario would give no weight to a plan and base

the whole decision on proximity and production rate

potential, in this study the plan was given the same weight

as the production rate in order to achieve a more realistic

practical scenario where the plan still has some value.

Proximity is also important; however, it is assumed to have

less impact on the decision, and even though moving to a

closer location within the project is usually better for a crew,

the crew spends much less time moving between locations

than working in a location, and hence a lower weight was

given to UProximity compared to UPlan and UProduction.

Activity agents

This agent population includes all activities and tasks to

be executed on the construction site. Each task has a

FIGURE 3
Main environment and the agents along with their attributes.
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certain location, a fixed quantity of work, and an

estimated consumption rate (person-hours/unit) and

requires a certain crew. The values of the mentioned

attributes vary among the different activities. Activities

follow a finish-to-start relationship, meaning an

activity has as a predecessor activity. This data is defined in

the model.

Note that tasks in the actual construction site CPM

schedule did not only have finish-to-start (FS)

relationships; they had more complex relationships

including finish-to-finish (FF) and start-to-start (SS) with

lags. However, for this model, the planned logic for push

scenarios was simplified to have only FS relationships, as the

aim of the model is to test project control methods rather than

project planning techniques.

For pull scenarios, the same logic of an FS relationship is

used in addition to ensuring the continuity of activities

throughout different locations. It is important to note here

that CPM does not allow enforcing continuous work, although

it can model resource constraints (Olivieri et al., 2018). In the

pull scenario, the schedule was optimized by selecting an

optimum number of crews for each activity to ensure

aligned production rates. However, both push and pull

scenarios used the same resource availability constraints. The

parameters of each activity in addition to other attributes are

shown in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5, parameters are used to initialize each task,

giving an ID, name, location details, predecessors, crew trade

required, expected production rate, and quantity to be executed.

Variables are then used to track attributes that change during the

simulation time, such as quantity executed, actual start and end

dates, the task’s condition, and the number of crews working on the

task. Other events such as “Ref. Activity Generator” and “Pull

Unconstrained” are explained later in this section.

The methods used in determining a task’s

condition—whether it is on time, late, or ahead of

schedule—differ between push and pull scenarios. This

condition is generated through the “Condition Generator

Event.” As discussed in the literature review, push approaches

use predetermined plans for decision making. In a push scenario,

TABLE 2 Behavioral states for each crew agent.

State Description

Off-site A crew is not on the construction site

Mobilization A mobilization delay provided when a crew is moving to the
construction site

Idle Indicates when crews are idle on the construction site. When a crew
is in Idle state, the model generates the utility function and searches
for activities to be executed

Moving The state of crew movement from/to a location to perform a task

Working This state indicates that a crew is assigned to a task and thus
working on it

FIGURE 4
“Crew” agent type.
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the condition is determined by comparing the actual percentage

completion of the total quantity to the planned percentage of

completion for the current date. Therefore, the task is considered

late if it is late compared to the predetermined schedule. In

contrast, pull approaches use information on the current state of

the production system to determine when to act. Therefore, in a

pull scenario, the conditions of all activities are based on the

current time buffer (the empty time between activities, which can

be read horizontally in the flowline diagram) between the

reference activity and the activity being considered:

• If the time buffer is increasing, then the task is late (i.e., it is

slower than the reference).

• If the time buffer is decreasing, then the task is early (i.e., it

is faster than the reference).

• Otherwise, the task is on schedule.

The reference task used in determining the condition of each

task, in the case of pull scenarios, is the first continuous task

encountered before the activity being studied. A continuous task

is a task that has a continuous flowline from one location to

another, as indicated in Figure 6. The reference activity is

determined by a “Ref. Activity Generator” event. For the first

task, the reference task was the planned production rate of the

first task. Therefore, the whole production system in a pull

scenario attempts to achieve the planned slope for all tasks.

Once a task is late, push and pull scenarios handle it differently.

More crews are sent to a late task if a push approach is applied,

disregarding crew productivity. In the pull approach, crews are

assigned to a late task until reaching an optimum number, after

which congestion will very negatively affect crews’ productivity. If

these crews cannot reach the same production rate for the task as

their predecessors, theywill bemobilized to any available subsequent

location. In this way, empty locations pull resources, and the overall

task production rate can be adjusted to match the predecessor if

sufficient resources are available. This leads to discontinuity in the

flowline diagram for this specific task, but it helps a crew catch up

with the previous, faster task. If enough resources cannot be added to

a task in currently ongoing locations without a congestion penalty,

new locations are opened, making it a non-continuous task.

Model verification and validation

Model verification

To verify the model, extensive testing was performed to

assure that “we built the model right.” Several steps were

FIGURE 5
“Activity” agent type.
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followed such as closely checking coded manuscripts and

functions. Temporary parameters and variables were also

used to trace different functions and events used in the model

and verify that they were used correctly. Moreover, the

model’s aim, scope, and scale were evaluated, the data was

characterized for testing and calibration, and visual

analysis to judge the performance of the model was

performed to detect non-modelled behavior (Bennett

et al., 2013).

Model validation

Although it is widely agreed that absolute validation is not

always possible (Robinson et al., 2004), in order to know

whether the “right” model had been built for this study,

several validation techniques stipulated by Sargent (2013)

were used:

• Animation tests: The model’s operational behavior was

validated through the visualization of crews’movements

from one location to another while the model was

running. During the simulation, flowlines were

displayed and updated every workday, and a

reasonable relationship could be drawn between the

number of crews working in a location and the slope

of the flowline of the corresponding task: more crews

working were shown as steeper slopes, representing

higher production rates. The level of congestion in

locations was also monitored.

• Face validity: Experts knowledgeable about real production

planning and control systems were consulted.

• Internal validity: Several simulations with stochastic

behavior showed acceptable variability. The results of

the metrics that were measured had acceptable standard

error values (less than 0.01) within less than 50 runs.

• Operational graphics: Different metrics and variables were

dynamically tracked throughout simulation runs. Quantity

executed of each task, congestion in each location, idle

time, productivity, task conditions, and number of crews

working in the same location were updated continuously to

keep the data realistic and to use it correctly in functions

and events. Each metric and variable was tracked on its

own and along with one another to achieve a realistic

model behavior. For example, the number of crews

working in a location and the level of congestion show

a direct relation as they increase and decrease with each

other throughout the simulation time.

Validation of inputs

In addition to model validity, data validity is essential, since

obtaining sufficient, accurate, and appropriate data is usually

difficult, time consuming, and costly (Sargent 2013). In this

research, data from an actual construction site were used for

model initialization. Data included the necessary information to

build the model.

Simulation experiments

After setting up the model, simulation experiments were

generated, and different metrics were collected from each run to

FIGURE 6
Continuous and non-continuous tasks.
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help in comparing the push and pull production control

approaches. These metrics are:

Project total duration (workdays)
� model time at end of simulation (hrs)

8 (work hrs/day) (2)

Project total duration (workdays)
� ∑

all crewmembers

(work time
throughout project duration) (3)

Sum ofactivities’ start dates � ∑
all activities

start dates (4)
Sumof activities’ end dates � ∑

all activities
end dates (5)

Task throughput (no. of tasks) � ∑ finished activities
at given simulation time

(6)
Total idle

time

crew
(hrs.) � ∑model timewhen leaving idle state

−model timewhen entering idle state

(7)
Productivity( units

person
− hour) � quantity executed per crewmember

time interval
(8)

Turnover rate (locations visited/time unit)
� locations visited per crew

time interval
(9)

Task instances (no. of tasks) � ∑
all tasks

(instances with no crewsworking
on a task in ″Being executed″ state)

(10)

Eachmetric sheds light on certain aspects that help in assessing

the production control approach used. Project total duration (in

days) is the time taken to complete all project activities. Total work

time (in hours) is the sum of work time of all crewmembers

throughout the project. Sum of activities’ start dates is the total of

all activity start dates. Sum of activities’ end dates is the total of all

activity end dates. Task throughput (no. of tasks) is the number of

finished tasks at a given point in time. Total idle time/crew (hrs.) is

the total duration a crew is idle. Productivity (units/person-hour) is

quantity executed by each crew member during a time interval.

Turnover rate (locations visited/time unit) is the frequency with

which a crew changes locations per unit of time, including re-

entering the same location. Task instances (no. of tasks) is the

number of interruptions that occur per task.

Results and discussion

Several hypotheses regarding the effects of push and pull

approaches on different project performance metrics were

proposed. Then, simulation outputs were collected for each

run. A null hypothesis for each metric was first tested by

assuming the metrics of both push and pull approaches to be

equal. All hypotheses assuming equal metric results were

rejected. Afterwards, alternative hypotheses were tested

(Table 3). The collected data was tested for normality using a

significance level of 5%, and the results showed that the data

followed a normal distribution. Test results are aligned with the

central limit theorem, which considers that if a sample’s size is

relatively large (>30), the data can be assumed to follow a normal

distribution. Hence, “Student’s t-test” was conducted to compare

the samples, or push versus pull, for each response considering a

5% significance level. Alternative hypotheses and their results are

described in Table 3 and explained in the following sub-sections.

Project duration and flowlines

Project duration is expected to be shorter in push scenarios,

because planning focuses on starting tasks as soon as possible.

However, considering a pull scenario, project duration can be

enhanced if the LBMS plan is optimized through assigning an

appropriate aligned production rate to be followed for activities

and through reducing time buffers. In this case, the considered pull

scenarios started from an aligned location-based plan and both the

push and pull plans were planned to finish at the same time.

On average, project duration was shorter in push scenarios

than in pull scenarios. However, the difference in average project

durations between push and pull approaches was around

14 workdays (376 workdays in push scenarios and

390 workdays in pull scenarios). In other words, pull

TABLE 3 Hypotheses and their results.

Metrics Alternative hypothesis Results Significance level (%)

Project duration Project duration in push scenarios is less than that in pull scenarios Accepted 5

Total work time Total person-hours in pull scenarios is greater than that in push scenarios Rejected 5

Sum of activities’ start dates In general, activities in pull scenarios start earlier than those in push scenarios Rejected 5

Sum of activities’ end dates In general, activities in push scenarios finish earlier than those in pull scenarios Rejected 5

Idle time Crews spend more time being idle in pull scenarios than in push scenarios Rejected 5

Productivity Crews are more productive in push scenarios compared to in pull scenarios Rejected 5

Turnover Crews change locations more in pull scenarios than in push scenarios Rejected 5

Task instances Tasks in pull scenarios are interrupted more often than those in push scenarios Rejected 5
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FIGURE 7
Flowline diagram of a representative pull run.

FIGURE 8
Legend for flowline graphs in this paper.
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approaches showed a 3.7% increase in project duration, which is

relatively minor.

A main reason push scenarios have shorter project durations

is that in a pull scenario, the reference activity, which is used to

tell if an activity is late, early, or on time, is the first continuous

activity encountered before the activity being studied. Thus, if the

reference activity is late and has a milder slope than the

predecessor activity, the activity after it will be delayed

accordingly, and if this subsequent activity is also delayed

(maintaining a continuous flowline), delays in following

downstream activities can accumulate, leading to an overall

greater project duration.

The flowline displayed in Figure 7 is for a representative run

of a pull approach. Figure 8 presents a separate legend for the

flowline graphs. The flowlines display continuity for the majority

of activities, which means that once crews finish working on a

specific task in a location, they continue to work on the same task

in the upcoming location. Note that not all crews move in the

same location sequence; rather, their movement depends on the

utilities/scores generated by the utility function, which

determines the most suitable task for each crew based on the

schedule, the anticipated productivity in the new location, and

the proximity between current and new locations.

In addition, a task’s flowline may display sharp or gentle

slopes for different times. The slope represents production rate,

so steep slopes mean high production rates and gentle (flatter)

slopes mean low production rates. As explained earlier, the

reference that determines what “steep” or “gentle” slopes are

is the comparison with the slope of the first continuous activity

encountered before it. If the slope is gentler, then the task is

delayed, and more crews (up to the maximum number of crews

allowed) are allocated to get the task back on track. If it is not

possible to add resources to achieve the required production rate

without congestion, the pull approach starts work in an

unconstrained location (thus breaking the flowline continuity)

to achieve the required production rate without congestion. Note

that a few tasks had discontinuous flowlines, since they had small

quantities to be executed and relatively high production rates for

the crews working on them.

A flowline for a representative push scenario is shown in

Figure 9, where no continuity exists in the task flowlines. Pointers

in Figure 9 indicate some examples of discontinuity. Tasks have

multiple interruptions if a crew is working on an activity that is

early or on time, another activity is delayed, and as a result this

crew may move to that activity (depending on the utilities of

those tasks), which leads to a break/interruption in the current

activity (shown as a horizontal line in the flowline of this specific

activity). So, since many crews are allocated to a late activity

(making its production rate high and thus its flowline’s slope

steep) and since tasks are not continuous (no link exists between

FIGURE 9
Flowline of a representative push run.
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the same activities in different locations), the overall project

duration in push scenarios is less than in pull scenarios.

Total work time and labor costs

Total work time is the sum of work time for all crews

throughout the whole project. On average, crews worked

8,118 cumulative hours in push scenarios but only 5,633 h in

pull scenarios. This is a difference of 2,485 h. Throughout all

simulations, labor costs increased in push compared to pull

scenarios by 29%–31%. This was mainly due to the increased

productivity of crews in pull cases; crews may be allocated to late

activities in a push scenario regardless of the level of congestion

they cause and its effect on productivity. Decreased productivity

means each crew works longer to generate the same amount of

work. Thus, the sum of all crews’ work times will be greater for

push scenarios than pull scenarios.

Production system cost is the cost related to production

without considering contractual relationships between

parties (i.e., assuming all crews are directly employed)

(Kenley and Seppänen 2010). Change in total work time

affects production system costs. Push and pull approaches

resulted in different total work times required to finish the

project. This indicates the production system cost change

between these two types of scenarios. For simplicity, an

average wage (x dollars/h) was assumed for all crews,

which means adopting a pull scenario indicates a decrease

in labor costs as follows:

Labor cost indicator � 5633x − 8118x
8118x

× 100 � −30.6% ≈ − 30%

(11)

FIGURE 10
Sum of start dates.

FIGURE 11
Sum of activities’ end dates.
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Comparing the metrics of production labour cost and project

duration, labor costs are expected to be significantly less in pull

scenarios than in push scenarios. However, a project might require

slightly more time to finish, increasing overhead costs. This suggests

that depending on the actual status of the project, a combination of

push and pull approaches can be used for production control.

Sum of activities’ start and end dates

The sum of start dates of all activities for all simulation runs is

shown in Figure 10, which shows that activities in push scenarios

start earlier on average than in pull scenarios. This is because

activities in the pull scenario plan do not start as early as possible,

but instead, a task start date is delayed such that a continuous

flowline can be maintained according to location-based

management principles.

The sum of end dates of all activities for all simulation runs is

shown in Figure 11, which shows that activities in pull scenarios

finish earlier than those in push scenarios. The reason is that in a

push scenario, most activities tend to be finished close to the end

of the project, making the sum of all end dates a large value. In a

pull scenario, even though the total duration of the project is

greater than that for a push scenario, activities are more spread

out over the course of the project. In other words, some activities

finish earlier on in the project lifespan and others finish later,

making the total of all end dates less than that for a push scenario.

Thus, results for both metrics show that starting activities as

early as possible, which is one method of push applications in

production control, does not necessarily mean they are finished

early. However, starting an activity at the last responsible

moment enables continuous work through different locations,

which leads to many activities finishing earlier on average than in

the push scenario.

Productivity

In general, crew productivity was better for pull scenarios

than push scenarios. Figure 12 shows percentage increase in

productivity, which varied from 0% for “Specialties” to 47% for

“Mechanical.”

As described previously, productivity is affected by the level

of overstaffing a location; more crews working together means

each achieves lower productivity. In push scenarios, all resources

available from the contractor can be mobilized to a certain

location, while in pull scenarios resources are mobilized only

when productivity starts to decrease, at which time they are

mobilized to subsequent locations. Thus, in the case of a late task,

many crews work together, leading to increased reduction in each

crew’s productivity. In pull scenarios, even though an activity is

late, additional locations tend to be opened (empty locations pull

resources) so productivity is not sacrificed. Therefore,

productivity is less affected in a pull scenario compared to a

push scenario.

Crews’ productivities improved at different rates; some

crews, such as those for “Ceiling tiles,” “Electrical,” and

“Mechanical,” showed greater improvements (up to 47%),

whereas other crews, such as “Doors” and “Fire sprinklers,”

only had 10% improvement. The difference in productivity

increases is linked to the number of available crews for each

type of work. Trades with a high number of crews showed greater

improvements. Trades with little or no improvement included

those whose production rates were high and only one crew was

FIGURE 12
Improvement in the average productivity of all crew types from push to pull scenarios.
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on site. In these cases, no pull benefit existed, because the work

had to be done discontinuously in any case since it was not

possible to slow production to match the production rate of the

predecessor task. This suggests that the difference between pull

and push control methods may especially manifest in larger

scopes of work.

Idle time

Idle time is the time during which a crew is onsite but not

working. On real-world construction sites, crews are idle when

they are on site but not producing anything that adds value. This

is explicitly clarified in themodel through distinguishing between

“Working” and “Idle” states. These assumptions are aligned with

production system cost calculations defined by Kenley and

Seppänen (2010).

The percentage of time spent being idle for each crew for

all simulation runs for both push and pull scenarios was

calculated. Figure 13 presents an average value for each set

of crews. Results show that crews spend less time being idle in

pull scenarios. This is mainly due to the continuity of tasks

between locations in a pull scenario. For example, for a pull

scenario where a crew finishes working on a task, this crew has

a higher probability of finding another activity to work on,

with one option being the same task in the following location,

and thus this crew will not spend much time being idle. The

flowline presented in Figure 7 clearly shows this, where many

FIGURE 13
Average idle time for all crew types.

FIGURE 14
Average turnover for all crew types.
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tasks start immediately after the same task in the previous

location finishes, and thus crews work continuously. In a push

scenario, a crew that finishes an activity might not find

another activity to work on, at least in terms of the same

task in the following location that has a low probability of

being unconstrained and being ready to be executed, and thus

they must be idle until another activity becomes

unconstrained.

Additionally, different crews spent different percentages

of their time being idle and therefore show the same behavior

(trend) for both push and pull scenarios. The percentage of

idle time depends on factors such as the number of tasks

worked on by each trade and the proximity of execution times

for these tasks. These two factors are not mutually exclusive,

as illustrated by considering examples of crews with different

idle time percentages, such as “Doors” and “Electrical” crews;

“Doors” crews had high percentages of idle time, whereas

“Electrical” crews had much lower percentages of the same.

Only one task composed of 19 activities is allocated to

“Doors” crews, whereas five tasks with a total of

95 activities are assigned to “Electrical” crews. In a case

where a task is late and many crews are working on it,

additional crews will leave the task once it is back on

schedule, going back to their idle state to look for other

activities. If no activities are available within one workday,

the crews will leave the site. In such a case, “Electrical” crews

have a higher probability of finding another concurrent task

to work on; thus, they will have little idle time. This

phenomenon lease impacts multi-skilled contractors with

many different tasks on the project. Single-task contractors

with high production rates (e.g., “Doors,” “Specialties”) were

most impacted by idle time.

Turnover rate

Turnover rate describes how many locations each crew visits

throughout the project lifetime. This metric is measured for each

crew in every simulation run. Figure 14 shows an average value

for turnover rate for each set of crews.

As shown in Figure 14, crews changed more locations in

push scenarios than in pull scenarios. This is mainly linked to

the approaches used to handle late activities. In cases adopting

push approaches, a late activity is managed by allocating more

crews to it; thus, crews working on activities with lower

utilities (activities that are early or on time) will move to

the late task, and once it is on time again, they will leave it to go

to another activity that is running late, and so on. In pull

scenarios, the number of crews that can work on a late activity

is limited. This reduces crews’ turnover accordingly, since a

late activity with the maximum allowable number of crews

working on it will not have a high utility anymore, so crews

will not move to it.

Furthermore, different types of crews had varying

turnover rates, which is related to the number of tasks

allocated to each type of crew and the time span between

the execution of these tasks. The more tasks allocated to a crew

and the higher the probability of the tasks being executed

simultaneously, the greater the likelihood for crews to move

from one task to another.

In addition, turnover rate is related to the idle time of

crews; crews with high turnover rates had lower idle times

(e.g., Electrical) since they had more options (tasks to work

on) and a higher probability of performing tasks with higher

utilities than the tasks being executed, and thus, the likelihood

of changing locations was greater. On the other hand, crews

with low turnover rates had greater idle times (e.g., for

“Doors” and “Flooring”) due to the limited options they

had while idle.

Conclusion and recommendations

Production planning and control are essential

construction processes and need to be optimized to achieve

successful project outcomes. Many studies have addressed

techniques that improve production control, mainly

through comparing push and pull planning from a theoretical

planning perspective, paying less attention to the effect of

these techniques on crew-level decision-making and its

impacts on project-level outcomes.

This study evaluated the implementation of the techniques of

push and pull production control approaches on project-level

outcomes by first conducting a thorough literature review and

highlighting research gaps. Next, a conceptual model was

developed that depicts push and pull production control

approaches at the crew level. AnyLogic was used to develop

an agent-based model that represents a construction site with

interacting workers. Data was collected for several metrics

relating to crews and project performance. These metrics were

then compared in push and pull scenarios, and the results were

analyzed.

The results of this study show that pull approaches have

better results in terms of most of the measured metrics. At the

crew level, pull scenarios resulted in higher productivity, less

idle time, and lower turnover rates. These results show that

pull approaches can enhance overall crew performance,

which reduces additional costs and time delays associated

with crews’ low productivity and wasted idle time.

At the activity level, it was noted that in pull scenarios,

activities generally started later and finished earlier than

activities in push scenarios, showing that starting earlier

does not necessarily mean finishing earlier. Moreover, fewer

work interruptions occurred with tasks in pull scenarios, which

ensures a continuous workflow of activities and less fluctuation

in the number of tasks executed.
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Regarding metrics related to project performance, it was

noted that push scenarios led to earlier finish times than pull

scenarios but with significantly more person-hours. Work by

Kelley andWalker (1959) on CPMmodeled activity durations

so that shorter durations require “crashing” costs. According

to the results of the study presented here, crashing costs may

in fact be costs related to push control approaches.

This study showed that both push and pull production

control approaches have pros and cons and adopting one

approach to control a whole project will not yield optimum

results in terms of productivity, idle time, lower turnout

rates and project duration. Push and pull scenarios can be

used in a complementary, combined fashion. In particular,

the greater durations of pull schedules depend on the

choice of reference task. In the simulation for this study,

the previous continuous task was used, and the planned

production rate was used for the first task. A more

aggressive assumption could be used. For instance, the

reference production rate of the first task could be set to

the numerical value required to meet project milestones,

which would lead to later tasks having a higher production

target. Future research may propose other ways to combine

pull and push approaches.

Some limitations of this study include the input of the

agent-based model used, which could be further validated

through assessing it with respect to different types of construc-

tion projects. Also, considering construction logistics,

the proposed model assumes continuous supply of material

to all locations. Thus, future research can consider the effect of

applying push and just-in-time delivery approaches for on-site

materials along with push and pull approaches. Finally, the

conclusions of this study were based on running the simulation

using data from one construction project. Future research

investigations could utilize additional projects for further

validation.
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